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Abstract
When references are made to the development of 'Rock 'n' Roll'
music during the Twentieth Century, they usually focus upon two
episodes as related within two conflicting versions. Disparities are
the product of perceptions formed both by observers in the UK who
reacted to artists from the USA, and observers in the USA who
reacted to artists from the tIK. The overlapping biographical
accounts of both artists and audiences have been melded together
into one universal story, but it is far from being a genuine recital of
events. Original works were often derived from the AfricanAmerican community, who in the days of racial segregation had no
way to protect their financial interests. Consequently, racial sources
were intentionally obfuscated by 'cover versions' in order to
maximize profits by adapting material to appeal to a wider,
bleached culture by the media conglomerates that created
legislation to protect their commercial interests. While resulting
'cover versions' frequently lacked originality, sensitivity and
cognition of original works, on occasion counter-copy-productions
eclipsed the originals. But over time a 'cultural stew' became
blended beyond the point where original components are now
discemible, which has prompted this re-examination of the
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happenstance 'recipe' that resulted in a Transatlantic fare known as

'Rock'n'Roll'.

Keywords: 'race records', 'cover version'; 'constructive
possession'; General Electric; 'anti-Trust'; RCA; EMI; IF'PI;
'needle time'; Alan Freed.

In the United Kingdom, the story of 'Rock 'n' Roll' music that
emerged from the USA during the mid-1950s remains sluouded
behind a curtain of mythology: It is a palimpsest which bears traces
of its Amencan ongins, while manifesting British cultural
reinterpretations.r l-o find its roots it is not only necessary to glance
back to the early cultural formulations of American Rock 'n' Roll
music that are to be found in the rich legacies of 'Blues'; 'Folk',
and 'Country & Western' traditions; it is also important to observe
the corporation roles played by mechanical reproduction companies
and mass dissemination radio stations. Each component contributed
towards the creation of a cacophony of contract and copyright laws
on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean, and they became the score
sheets directing the musical exploitation that followed.
Their cultural opponents were grandstanding politicians,
teachers, and clergy who railed against Rock 'n' Roll music in their
media directives. Their public performances of vehemenl
denunciation were nothing short of orchestrated recitals for selfpromotion. Their target was the sexually exploitive theme which

inspired the majority

of Rock 'n' Roll lyrics which had

been

derived from African-American culture, and then sold to the virgin
ears of teens that emanated from the generational loins of African
slave owners.t F'rom the critics point of view it was exploitation in
reverse: payback time, where the ghosts of slavery now sought to
enslave and then corrupt the minds of a race created in God's own,
and extremely 'White' image.'
It had hitherto been possible to suppress African-American

music with 'black-faced' minstrel ridicule, and castigating their
lyrics as sub-cultural 'race music'a which had been more-or-less
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contained within the African-American community. But the advent
of records and radio broadcasting sent that message far and wide
for any ear to listen to.5 Sex and money are powerful market forces,
which have no regards to societal impositions of behavioral edicts.
By modifying the lyrics and by technically improving the sound of

the original 'race records', the first generation of Rock 'n' Roll
'cover versions' created the impression that they were original
works, and they were adopted by a generation of fans who knew
nothing of the original source material.6 But it was financial gain,
rather than revenging historiography, which brought Rock 'n' Roll
music across the Atlantic Ocean to the lJK, and then back again to
its homeland in the USA. Much of its transition can be attributed to
serendipity, but much of that serendipity can be attributed to the
rise and fall of fortune as it affected one global company, and the
entities into which it came in contact.
SETTING THE STAGE
In 1892, American financier John Pierpont MorganT brought about
the merger of two companies: Edison General Electric and
Thomson-Houston Electric. The resulting combination was called
the General Electric Company. and from its inception it had ties to

the emerging'military-industrial-complex'.0 (Although President
Dwight D. Eisenhower supplied that term decades later on January
17, 1961, the U.S. Nary used GE to absorb the ship-to-shore radio
stations built on American soil by the U.S. subsidiary of their
parent Marconi Company based in England. The U.S. Navy used
the cover of World War I to expropriate these stations as a matter of
national security.) At that time the U.S. Navy viewed the power of
the British Navy as more of a potential foe than a supporting friend,
and it even had contingency plans for the US military destruction of
the tIK.e After WWI, the U.S. Navy was ordered by the U.S.
Congress to divest itself of these stations, and it turned to GE to
create a subsidiary company that could absorb them. This was GE's
raison d'Atre behind its creation of the Radio Corporation of
America with the U.S. Navy represented on its board of directors.rO
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At the dawn of the 1920s, the British Crownrr claimed
ownership of the exclusive rights in the UK to deliver everything
from written mail to electronic telegraph and telephone messages.r2
Then, as if by stretching its imaginative powers, it also claimed that
wireless telephony, which developed into radio broadcasting, also
came within its jurisdiction. The foundation of this reasoning was
that because all of these electronic fonns of communication
required switching stations, they were electronic Post Offices.
The Crown delegated the administration of its exclusive
licensing rights

in most

fonns

of mass communication to a

government-licensing agency known as the General Post Offrce. In
1922, the GPO forced all competing electrical companies in the tIK
that had an interest in the development of wireless broadcasting to

become

a part of

British Broadcasting Company Limited.

Shareholding member companies, half of which were of American
origin and doing business in Britain, forrned this Trust and they

included the interests of the General Electric Company of the
USA.I3

CONSTRUCTIVE POSSESSION
Two years after the formation of the BBC as a commercial
monopoly in the UK, the question of whether a monopoly should
control broadcasting in the USA was put to a legal test. In New
York, radio station WIIN had purchased a transmitter manufactured
by American Telephone & Telegraph Company that also operated
its own broadcasting stations and sold airtime. AT&T maintained
that one condition of its sale was a clause preventing WHN from
using the AT&T transmitter for commercial broadcasting. On
March 11, 1924, the New York Times reported that this restriction
had landed WHN in a legal battle over patent rights, because WHN
was created as a commercial radio station to sell airtime.ra
Although AT&T won its contract claim in court, the same news
report stated that AT&T had merely garnered hostility resulting
from a perceived attempt to establish a U.S. monopoly in
broadcasting. Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover, who at that
time was responsible for the exercising the limited government
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control that existed over American broadcasting, denounced the
actions of AT&T, and he opined that to censor the airwaves would
be like censoring the press. He stated that it made no difference
whether what was being censored was commercial bilge, or
intellectually stimulating information, if the purpose of that
censorship was to crush competition.l5

'Constructive possession,' which is not physicai possession but
the legal power to control something as though it is in possession,r6
had been used by the Crown in England during the Seventeenth

Century to muzzle the press. At that time both printers and
publishers were required to obtain a license. One hundred years
later after independence, this form of censorship by selective
licensing became one of the sources of inspiration for the First
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution that suarantees freedom of
speech and press in the USA.ti Because ttre

,{fAt

episode attacked

one of America's core values in promoting freedom of expression,
it resulted in AT&T granting WHN pennission to broadcast what it
wanted. Fven though AT&T had won its case, it only garnered

hostility.ls

When the GPO licenses given to the commercial British
Broadcasting Company Limited were not renewed, on December
31, 1926, it officially went our of business. By this time the
exclusive right to broadcast inside the tIK had already been
awarded

by Royal Charter to a

non-commercial British

Broadcasting Corporation, and the next day on January 1,1927,
offi cially commenced transmissions. I e

it

Meanwhile across the Atlantic on November 15, 1926, just
before the original BBC commercial Trust went out of business,
GE-RCA officially launched a commercial clone of the original
British Broadcasting Company Limited under the new name of the
National Broadcasting Company. Its NBC identification chimes
were stamped-rryith the GE logo by using the musical notes of .G,
'E' and 'b'.20 NBC networks were built upon the back of an
agreement with AT&T to sell its own radio broadcasting stations to
RCA, with RCA then leasing the right to link its NBC stations
using AT&T phone lines in order to deliver network broadeasting.
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ln the LIK this was never a problem for either the old or the new
BBC, since the GPO and ultimately the Crown controlled all
electronic licenses.

General Electric Company of the USA came to have a
controlling interest in many other entities, either through subsidiary
share ownership, or some variation of cross-patent licensing
influence. It also had interests in a holding company known as
General Electric lntemational,2r and all of it had been structured in
such a way as to mask its presence at any given time. GE was like a
giant octopus whose tentacles both emanated and retracted from its
body at various times, and to such a degree that it would be true to
say that GE was both involved, and not involved in any particular
commercial undertaking, depending upon the time period in
question. This makes it difficult to make sweeping statements about
the activities of GE at any given moment, without devoting a lot of
time and space to its chronological development. Consequently its
historical record creates pitfalls into which a casual historian may
fall and therefore fail to defend a claim. Due to the limited scope of
this section we must rely upon what the U.S, Congress is reported
to have claimed about the activities of the GE in the 1930s.

THE GE JIGSAW PUZZI,E
On January 6, 1930, a lawyer named Owen D. Young was featured
on the front cover of Time magazine as its "Man of the Year."22 ln
1919 it was Young who formed RCA for GE at the behest of the
U.S. Nary, and in 1922 with quick succession, he became President
and then Chairman of General Electric. In 1929 he authored the
'Young Plan' to administer German reparations for its part in WWI,
and it was his Plan that Adolf Hitler used to denounce the
subjugation of Germany by "international bankers" following
WWL23 When Young was featured by Time magazine on its cover
he personified Eisenhower's later description of the "militaryindustrial-complex," and a few months later on April 18, 1930, a
page one story with multiple headlines in the New York Times
screamed with alarm:
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World Radio Trust Planned by Young, Dill tells Senate. Senator
asserts that merger of R.C.A. will connect with International Bank.
Contracts abroad cited. He declares agreements with foreign
nations indicate General Electric monopoly.
World Radio Trust. ...."

....

Says Young plans

This attack launched by Senator Dill was focused upon the
plan of Owen D. Young to create a "World Radio Trust" in which
RCA would cormect with the institution that became known as the
World Bank. It stated that General Electric had control of every
facet of electric power from its generation, to its use in almost
every country except Russia, and that Young planned to link his
worldwide Trust to the International Bank for Gerrnan Reparations.
By extension General Electric would then see its own financial
future secured by the U.S. Treasury, since it was also linked to the
lnternational Bank. The article went fufther to claim that Young's
Trust not only took into account the existing financial condition of
the world, but that its contracts would continue into future.25
Gencral Electric dominated not only the generation of
electrical power and supply, but the ancillary markets of recording
and broadcasting as well. The General Electric Company was not
the only business engaged in these enterprises, but its size
dominated the landscape. lt had coiltracts that wrapped themselves
around competing companies in order to form mutually beneficial
financial enterprises. In 1931 RCA brought about mergers in the
British record industry, which resulted in the creation of yet another
British Trust known as Electric & Musical lndustries Ltd. (EMD 26
RCA held the majority shares and is president sat on the EMI board
of directors. However, the GE Trust-busters became ever more
vocal and in 1934 RCA \ras forced to sell its interests in EMI.
While the General Electric story up until this point appears to have
been one of attempting to dominate electrical communications
through a series of short-lived corporate phases; its primary gains
came about with the help of the laws of Benito Mussolini's fascist
Italy, at a time when politicians in both the UK and USA looked
upon his formula for government with favor and admiration.2T
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During November 10-14, 1933, while RCA still had a direct
corporate interest in EMI, its directors and were invited to attend a
conference in Mussolini's fascist Italy where a conference was held
in Rome by Confederazione Generale Fascista dell'Industria
Italianu. Its purpose u.as the establishment of the International
Federation of the Phonographic lndustry GFPI) in order to impose
constructive possession over their products, following their sale to a
third party.28 It was a variation upon the AT&T plan to control the
transmitter which they had sold to WHN, but their coufiroom
victory was rendered an ultimate failure in the court of public
opinion.ze But London was not New York. Where the USA rvas
Trust-busting to preserv'e free enterprise; the UK was in the
business of creating Trusts for its Crown institution.
Upon formation under Mussolini's fascist legal theory of
law, IFPI singled out two related restaurant businesses in Bristol to
see if a test case based upon a fascist interpretation of larv would
prevail in an English court of law. The primary defendant
...had been keeping its customers entertained by playing records.
EMI. then called The Gramophone Company, argued it rvas against
the law to play the record in public without first receiving the
permission ofthe copyright owners. Thejudge agreed, establishing
this as an important legal principle.3o

As a result of this case,tt "...EMI and Decca

formed

Phonographic Performance Ltd (PPL) to carry out this licensing
role and opened the first offrce in London."32 It also appears that the
defendant had been causing this entertainment to take place by
playing a radio set. However, at that time, a GPO license was
required to listen to a BBC radio station,-'3 and it was issued for the
individual use of the license holder.3a In this way the record
companies were able to join forces with the Musicians' Union and
the BBC, by restricting the playing of recorded works for the
entertainment of a mass audience. For their part the member
companies of PPL issued their records with a warning on the label:
"Unauthorized public performance, broadcasting or copying of this
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record prohibited." Meanwhile, identical records sold in America
were not issued with these restrictions.35
The two unions representing musicians on both sides of the
Atlantic Ocean copied each other's methodology in attempting to
enforce protection for their members when broadcasters used
records instead of live musicians, and the record industry tried to
stop broadcasters from airing their records because it reduced

record sales to individuals. In the USA, the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers (ASCAP), also tried to prevent
the broadcast exploitation of their member's recorded works, but
this resulted in some stations hiring and registering their own afiists
as Broadcast Music, Inc. (BMI), which furthered a prolonged
period of boycotts and retaliation.'o

ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS: THE ORIGINAL VBRSIONS
One of the side issues to emerge from this squabble was the
promotion of hitherto segregated Affican-American recordings.
Between the two World Wars they rvere marketed as 'race records'
for 'Brothers and Sisters' of 'The Race'.
While many of these performances traffic in stereotypes that make
them difficult to listen to today, the terrn race, in this context, was
not used or understood as a pejorative at the time.''
These recordings offered a variety of music geffes including
Gospel, Jazz and Blues, but when they began to reach a wider
audience Billboard magazine renamed this segment of its charts as
'Rhyhm and Blues' ('R&B').38 Race records were often explicit
when it came to lyrics identifuing human relationships, and sexual
acts were not euphemistically misdirected by relabeling them as
'love making'. ln May 1951, the lyrics of "Sixty Minute Man"
distinctively described an hour-long sex-session.'n ln January,
1954, the intended meaning of 'Work with Me, Annie'40 was
further clarified by "Annie Had a Baby",ar and then by "The
Wallflower: Roll with Me, Henry."42 On each record the singers
were bopping to the same explicitly of sexual innuendos that were
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not carefully disguised. Then came the process of sanitation when
the latter tune morphed into "Dance with Me, Henryo'43 and the
term 'Rock 'n' Roll' replaced R&8.44
In America the Juke box' demonstrated which songs the public
wanted to hear, because they had to pay for them. This fact was not
lost on radio programmers who were looking for material to fill the
drift of shows from radio to television.ot The resulting demand for
new radio programming was met by the introduction of the 'Top
40' format, which was based upon juke box plays reported in the
Billboard charts. While Britain certainly got to hear America's fairskinned Teresa Breweroo who paradoxically asked the British to
"Put another nickel in. in the nickelodeon" on her record 'Music,
Music, Music', it had to be paid for in shillings. The difference was
that in America it received constant airplay, and in Britain it
received occasional airplay due to restrictions imposed by record
companies and unions.
The BBC was limited by the number of records of any genre
it could play in any given day. A rationing system called 'needle
time' prevented the BBC from offering all-day recorded music. At

night the only alternative radio signal to those emitted by BBC
stations, faded in and out after the transmitters of Radio
Luxembourg sent its sky wave to 'bounce' off the ionosphere
before landing on the aerials of British radio sets. On the rare
occasions that this station aired record shows, it was often taken up
by direct 'record plugging' shows sponsored by the record
companies who preferred to air only a portion of each disc in order
to get the listener to buy it. This was the legacy of the IFPI/PPL
agreements that were originally instituted by EMI with the
prodding of General Electric's RCA.47

AMERICAN MUSIC, BRITISH VIOLENCE
It was America's Alan Freeda8 who claimed to have coined the term
'Rock 'n' Roll', even though variations of the term can be traced
back before he began his career to African-American artists.
However, Freed attempted to associate the term with wholesome
dance movements, rather than gyrations generated in steamy sexual
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acts, while never attempting

to
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disavow its African-American

origins.ae

Within the framework of his 1956 motion picture "Rock, Rock,
Rock," Alan Freed described Rock 'n' Rollmusic as:
...a river of music that has absorbed many streams: rhythm and
blues, jazz, rag time, coutoy songs, country songs, folk songs. All
have contributed to the bis beat.50

Freed first arrived in Britain on cinema screens as a guide
walking audiences through elementary stories that were merely an
excuse to string together a series of performances by the first wave
of American Rock 'n' Roll stars.sr These acts were of the type that
producer British Jack Good52 would later launch on television
53
and "shindig!" in the
shows such as "Oh Boy!" in the tIK
USA,54 substituting a master of cerernonies for actors and
introductory remarks for a storyhne. Freed's impact at the box
office in Europe led to a transcribed version of his New York radio
show being aired over Radio Luxembourg on Saturday nights.55
Because Freed promoted the original African-American
arlists for the benefit of the wider 'White' teen audience, he set
himself up for destruction by an Establishment that wanted to
continue the segregation of African-Americans. His movie scripts
portrayed a naivet6, because in movie after movie, his storylines
suggested that he was merely providing wholesome entertainment
for teens that wanted to dance. But his music not only suggested
that African-Americans had something of cultural value that other
races would enjoy, his shows also promoted racial integration. ln
reality Freed was popularizing a form of music that originated from
a segment of American life that the majority preferred to ignore,
and indirectly for a cause that cost the life of Dr. Martin Luther
King.56 It would cost Freed his career.
The problem was that the majority of teens were paying
attention to Alan Freed and what he was promoting, and what he
was really promoting were 'race records'. But in a similar manner
to the way in which gangster Al Capone was eventually brought
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down upon mere charges of tax evasion,sT the headlining career of
Alan Freed came to an end when he was charged with 'payola'.
Hypocritically it was form of payola that bought airtime for the big
record companies on Radio Luxembourg, and Freed's latter-day
peer Dick Clark was able to walk away unscathed from the same
investigation.s8 Freed was

fired fi'om both his U.S. radio

and

television shows, and he began a journey leading to his downfall in
show business. Following his death it also led to an obliteration of
his memory that lasted for many years.'n
hr the IIK it rvas easy enough to get rid

ofAlan Freed,

since
the
country, and his movie series eventually played out. However, the

his shows were merelv transcriptions aired from outside

music that he was promoting did have a growing following in
Britain, but a two-pronged diversionary tactic helped to defuse it.
One aspect of the diversion was negative and aimed at causing a
denial of this pleasure, and the other was positive and aimed at
creating its replacement.

At that time Britain did not have a problem with racial
identity, because most of its population was of European stock, and
therefore 'race-mixing' that might be promoted by the overtly
sexual references on 'race records' did not pose a threat to the
British Establishment. Its alternative ploy was to manufacture a
series of bogus links between manifestations of violent teen
behavior and Rock 'n' Roll music.
On Saturday, August 30, 1958, which was during the same
period of time that Alan Freed was arrested and chargcd with using
his shows to incite a riot in America, a race riot broke out in the
Notting Hill area of London.6o It was a blamed on a mob of 200
people and supported by teen gangs armed with bicycle chains and
'flick knives' (known as 'switch-blades' in America) that attacked
residents in a slum area owned by a notorious landlord.ul The teens
were retroactively linked by sensation-touting British newspapers
to 'splash' headlines five years earlier. On July 2,1953, teenagers
dressed in Edwardian clothing were branded as 'Teddy Boys' in a
story about a fight on Clapham Common in south London that
resulted in murder.62
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This incident marked the beginning of the 'Teddy Boy' term,
but the clothing style originated with an amended Edwardian look
that dated back to the first decade of the Twentieth Century. It had
been revived during the drab years following WWII by London
gays, and the style was further adopted by young, off-duty officers
of the Queen's Guards. When teenage boys at the other end of the
social spectrum added bootlace ties as seen in American Westerns,
and slicked their hair to match the style worn by American movie
stars of the 1950s, while their girl friends imitated the same genre,
the originating revivalists quickly abandoned the fashion.63
Hollyrvood released "The Wild One" in 1953, during the
time that British press headlines were screaming about teen

violence and stories linked to the Clapham Common murder.
British censors banned this movie until i968,64 but by then the idea
of motorcy'cle gangs had transformed many 'Teddy Boys' into
'Rockers' rvho imitated Marlon Brando one decade late. Although
the Teddy Boys flick-knife murder had taken place in 1953, it was
not until 1955 when the British rcieased "Blackboard Jungle" with
its switch-blade, rape-scene, and a brief sarnpling of sanitized Rock
'n' Roll music in its rolling credits.6s The initial reaction of Alan
Freed to thc movie "Blackboard Jungle" was not positive. On
Ir{arch 23, 1955, while he was on the air at WINS-AIr4 in New
York, where the story was set, Freed said tlrat "Blackboard Jungle"
portrayed Atnerican teens as thugs. lt was during that same year
when James Dean attempted to tell British 'Teddy Boys' how to
become a "Rebel Without A Cause".66 Yet according to the British
press, they had begun to rebel at least as early as 1953, without a
cause, and without the help or blessings of either James Dean or
Alan Freed.

AF'RICAN-AMERICAI\ GOLD RUSH
When Elvis Presley recorded "That's All Right" for Sam Phillips at
the Sun Studio in Memphis, Tennessee on July 5, 1954, he was
making a cover version of a song written, performed and recorded
by Arthur 'Big Boy' Crudup in Chicago on September 6, 1946,67
Presley's version is a copy of Crudup's lyrics and Crudup's style
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that he recorded as a 78-rpm single on RCA Victor 20-2205.68 b
early March 1949, it was released again as RCA Victor 50-0000,
becoming the first R&B release on their new 45-rpm format.6e

From what is knorvn of Crudup's life he did not receive the
financial royalties he deserved for his compositions.to Big Boy
Crudup was part of an African-American 'gold mine' of 'race
records' that made millions for performers such as Elvis Presley, as
well as millions for RCA who bought Presley's contract from Sun
Records.Tl

The story of Rock 'n' Roll in BritainT2 did not begin with an
artist, but with record producer Hugh Mendl.'' On July 13, 1954,
which was one u,eek al1er Presley imitated Crudup's performance
for Sam Phillips in Nashville, Tennessee; an ad hoc group of
British jazz musicians led by Chris Barber on bass; with Berl
Brydon on washboard, and Lonnie Donegan doing the singing,
recorded a cover version of 'Rock Island Line' for Decca Records
in London under the direction of Hugh Mendl. This was another
African-American work, but one whose origins are surrounded in a
degree of mystery.
The "Rock Island Line" song describes an American
railroad, and it was first performed for recording during 1934 by
prisoners in Arkansas.to John Lomax and his son used a portable
aluminum disc device to make records for the Library of Congress
where the convoluted history of this song is now deposited." On
June 22, 1937, Huddie William Ledbetter, better known as 'Lead
Belly', recorded 'Rock Island Line' on June 22, 1937 in
Washington, DC.tu The Lornaxs and Lead Belly had a long and
checkered contractual relationship during the times that Lead Belly
was in and out of prison." It would appear that Lead Belly frst
heard the song in Arkansas, and changed its arrangement to the one
that Donegan later made popular, and it was Donegan who then

claimed copyright on the basis that the song had not been
previously registered.Ts
Donegan's hijacked song was originally released on an
album featuring Chris Barber and his jazz band,?e to rnodest UK
sales. But, when "Blackboard Jungle" began drawing attention to
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its theme song 'Rock Around The Clock'80, Decca rereleased
"Rock Island Line" as a single in late 1955, and its sales were
"extraordinary" selling "more than a million copies, and [it] became
one of the first British pop records to break into the American topl0 chart."8r It not only launched a 'skiffle'82 uaze inBritain, but his
'cover version' also became a hit in the USA in 1956, before Elvis
Presley had his first hit in the LIK.83
Among the prot6gds of Donegan, were a group of skiffleplaying teens and Radio Luxembourg listeners in Liverpool who
became inspired by the music of Little Richard, Chuck Berry and
other AfriCan-American artists.sa These 'Quarrymen' had then
transformed themselves into the 'Silver Beatles' (as they were first
known), and they began to imitate the same sorl of music that Alan
Freed had once promoted, and after shorlening their name (into the
famed 'Beatles'), they were repackaged at the EMI studios in
London for export to the USA. Exactly when and how the Beatles
"took hold of American ears is murky, one story involves an
obscure disc jockey in Washington, DC, another points to the
documented involvement of several record companies and TV
personalities as being the more plausible explanation.8s
By the middle of the 1960s, American 'Top 40' radio had
been exported to the LIK on board ships that dropped anchor offher

while ex-skiffle players and would-be AfricanAmerican 'Blues' singers from the UK, were exporting American
music back to the USA in ever increasing numbers. The sad ending
to this story is the fact that many of the original African-American
artists lost both their financial reward and public acclaim for their
originality, because it had been bleached out ofthe 'cover versions'
coastline.86

that gained fame and popularity.sT

Alan Freed who had really begun the transition of turning
unacceptable sexually- exploitive 'race records' into Rock 'n' Roll
remains a feint palimpsest, while the BBC, EMI and other spinoffs
from the gigantic cartel that began it all, remain in operation. But it
is IFPI and its redefinition of constructive possession under the

profoundly confusing slogan of 'anti-piracy', which continues to
have the most lasting impact on the world today.88
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